
This week’s learning focus is fronted adverbials Monday 



Watch the video ‘Taking Flight’  

https://www.literacyshed.com/takingflight.html 

Monday 

https://www.literacyshed.com/takingflight.html


Discuss these questions about the video: 

1. How does the boy feel in the car with his Dad? Why? 

 

2. Is the boy excited to go to his Grandfather’s house? How do you know? 
 

3. What does the boy notice in the garage? How does it make him feel? 

 

4. How does the boy feel when he sees the sewer monkeys? 

 
5. How do the boy’s feeling change by the end of the video? 

 

6. How does the boy’s Dad feel when he comes to collect him? Does this 
change? 

Monday 



What is a fronted adverbial? 
Tuesday 



What do you notice about how the fronted adverbials 

are punctuated? 

Tuesday 



Slowly and carefully they released the young badger back 

into the wild. 

Tuesday 



Slowly and carefully, they released the young badger back 

into the wild. 

Answer: 

Tuesday 



On Tuesday Ash class are visiting the media museum. 

Tuesday 



On Tuesday, Ash class are visiting the media museum. 

Answer: 

Tuesday 



Without a doubt Billy was going to finish the race in first 

place. 

Tuesday 



Without a doubt, Billy was going to finish the race in first 

place. 

Answer: 

Tuesday 



Out in the field the horse and her foal galloped. 

Tuesday 



Out in the field, the horse and her foal galloped. 

Answer: 

Tuesday 



Complete this activity in work books: 
Tuesday 



Draw this scene into your workbooks 

Wednesday 



Underneath/around your drawing, describe the scene with descriptive sentences that include 
fronted adverbials. 

For example:  
From behind the trees, the mysterious monkeys peered at the boy. 

 
Write at least 5 sentences but do more if you would like to challenge yourself! Try to vary the 
type of fronted adverbials you use – time, frequency, place, manner, possibility. 

Wednesday 



Draw this scene into your workbooks 

Thursday 



Underneath/around your drawing, describe the scene with descriptive sentences that include 
fronted adverbials. 

For example:  
Floating menacingly, the crocodiles waited for their dinner. 

 
Write at least 5 sentences but do more if you would like to challenge yourself! Try to vary the 
type of fronted adverbials you use – time, frequency, place, manner, possibility. 

Thursday 



Underneath/around your drawing, describe the scene with descriptive sentences that include 
fronted adverbials. 

For example:  
Determined to defeat them, the boy and his Grandfather sped toward the aliens in their 

rocket. 
 
Write at least 5 sentences but do more if you would like to challenge yourself! Try to vary the 

–

Friday 


